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So, how should we choose a professional moving company, to transfer household goods from our
older house to a newer one? As some of your household and official goods are quite sensitive they
would need professionals and experts to handle them. Including this, there must be proper
paperwork for your assets in order to prevent theft. This is where you would need a moving
company that will handle every bit of those tedious jobs which are quite difficult to do all by self.
Here are some convincing tips before choosing a moving company:          

Tip 1

The first thing that you need to do is to sort out your household things arranging them in ascending
order. This will give you a better idea that which one should be transferred by the company and
which could be carried by you. Also, during your quest for a moving company, see whether you
need an interstate or a local mover.      

Tip 2

Always have a general talk with your neighbors and pals during selecting of the moving company.
This will give you an idea of the service if they have made use of them for the same, you can then
assign them to get your job done. This would be better than those whose number you have found
out from the Internet or yellow pages.

Tip 3

Before selecting a company try to call up about a dozen and examine them by laying out questions
on their terms of services, the nature of clients they have handled in past and whether they have
been assigned for the next shipment, the discounts, how fast is the service and so on. Do not forget
to ask them about their authorized service licenses. Ensure that the company is regulated by
inquiring at the state transportation department. The best packers and movers in India can be noted
with Department of Transportation (DOT) license number. 

Tip 4

By now you would be aware of the company that has been assigned for your job. If the moving
company has a website then make use of it, go through it and read about the testimonials that are
written by others, this will give you better idea of their nature and services. Next, if you are satisfied
with the company then call them up and ask for estimate cost. The estimate cost should include
packaging fees, insurance, fuel, surcharges etc. See to it if there are no other hidden cost, this is
necessary because they will add up these cost with your bill.

Top 4 tips should be beneficial to make your selection while choosing a moving company. Good
moving companies say packers and movers in Kolkata could be effective to give you a scratch free
service and will keep you stress-free and relaxed, in the midst of all chaos that is caused during
shifting and transfer of your household and office items.
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